For multivariate regressors, integrating the Nadaraya-Watson regression smoother produces estimators of the lower-dimensional marginal components that are asymptotically normally distributed, at the optimal rate of convergence. Some heuristics, based on consistency of the pilot estimator, suggested that the estimator would not converge at the optimal rate of convergence in the presence of more than four covariates. This paper shows first that marginal integration with its internally normalized counterpart leads to rate-optimal estimators of the marginal components. We introduce the necessary modifications and give central limit theorems. Then, it is shown that the method apply also to more general models, in particular we discuss feasible estimation of partial linear models. The proofs reveal that the pilot estimator shall over-smooth the variables to be integrated, and, that the resulting estimator is itself a lower-dimensional regression smoother. Hence, finite sample properties of the estimator are comparable to those of low-dimensional nonparametric regression. Further advantages when starting with the internally normalized pilot estimator are its computational attractiveness and better performance (compared to its classical counterpart) when the covatiates are correlated and nonuniformly distributed. Simulation studies underline the excellent performance in comparison with so far known methods.
Introduction
Separable regression models are useful tools in analyzing high-dimensional data sets because these models are not subject to the curse of dimensionality (see for example [26] ). Separable models are also of interest from econometric theory, see for example [6, 12] or [3] . Special well-known cases of separable functions are the simple additive model
with Y ∈ R, X = (X 1 , . . . , X d ) T 
Here, the m l are unknown smooth functions. Then an obvious extension is to include a linear parametric part, i.e. for the additive models one gets
with T = (T 1 , . . . , T p ) T ∈ R p , t = (t 1 , . . . , t p ) T ∈ R p . Weak separable functions form a flexible class of functions with which one can approximate arbitrarily well continuous functions of several variables (cf. [10] ). Thus, even if the true underlying regression function is not separable, it may be well approximated by a separable regression model. We refer [21] for further non-and semiparametric weakly separable regression models and focus for the rest of the paper on additive, respectively additive partial linear models of the form (1) and (3) .
The Buja et al. [2] backfitting procedure provides a practical algorithm for estimating onedimensional components in additive models. Hastie and Tibshirani [7] showed that the procedure works reasonably well in many applications. However, the algorithm has been shown to converge only in special cases, see [19] . Although the classical backfitting of Hastie and Tibshirani [7] is easy to implement, its iterative structure makes it difficult to uncover the theoretical properties and correct interpretation of the resulting estimators, see ( [17] ).
The series estimator (see [1] ) is not routinely used in practice, even though both straightforward implementation and good performance are declared. Often strong assumptions are made on the series and its parameters, e.g. reducing bias and variance simultaneously, without giving a clear idea how to choose them in practice.
Newey [18] , Tjøstheim and Auestad [27] , and Linton and Nielsen [16] introduced an alternative estimation procedure for additive regression models based on the following observation: integrating an additive regression function with respect to a probability measure on x 1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ x −1 ⊗ x +1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ x d , produces the component m (x ) up to an additive constant. This suggests that estimates for the marginal or additive, or else separable components, are obtained by integrating a pilot estimator of the multivariate regression function. This approach is appealing for several reasons. For one, the estimates are readily interpretable as estimating the marginal impacts in any regression which, in (weak) separable models, is simply the separable component function (see [8, 24, 25] ). Another key feature is that the analysis of the statistical properties of the estimates are straightforward. Linton and Nielsen [16] state a central limit theorem for the integration estimator at the n −2/5 rate for twice differentiable bivariate regression functions with one-dimensional component functions. They reason that the integration of the pilot estimators performs an averaging which reduces the order of magnitude of the variance, but not of the bias. And since the pilot estimator is subject to the curse of dimensionality, it has been generally believed the integration method produced rate-optimal estimates for the additive components only for small dimension d of the covariates. We refer to Linton and Härdle [15] for further discussions on the applicability of the integration method to generalized additive models in high dimensions.
However, a price paid for the ease of analysis is an increase of the required computational complexity. The evaluation of the estimator requires to compute a high-dimensional multivariate regression smoother followed by a high-dimensional numerical integration. This in turns requires a number of arithmetic operations that is exponential in the number of dimension of the covariates.
The method is also of limited practical usefulness when the support of the data has sparse regions, we discuss this situation in the next section. Due to these perceived limitations, the integration method has not been widely used as a general tool for estimating separable components.
The main contribution of this article are the followings: the introduction of modifications to the marginal integration, together with a new reasoning in the proofs that helps to circumvent some, and ameliorate others, of the above-mentioned problems. Specifically, this paper provides conditions under which integrating a suitable pilot estimator produces an asymptotically normal estimate of the nonparametric marginal or separable components that converges at the optimal (lower-dimensional) rate, and this, in the presence of arbitrary many covariates. Further, we provide the extension of this method to estimate also partial linear models. Finally, the considered estimators are computed in O(n 2 ) operations; n being the sample size. This compares favorably to the computational complexity of other known estimation procedures for additive models.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the heuristics and explains why the claimed rates of convergence and central limit theorems hold. Section 3 gives all main results and discussion of the necessary assumptions for various cases of models and pilot smoothers. We illustrate the performance in simulation studies in Section 4. In Section 5 are discussed the extensions to more general models, especially the partial linear model. Section 6 concludes. All proofs are deferred to the appendix.
Heuristics
Consider a sample of dependent variables Y i ∈ R, i = 1, . . . , n and covariates
We assume it to be an i.i.d. sample from a joint distribution having probability density p(x, y) = f (y|x)f (x). Let us denote the conditional expectation by m(
being an arbitrary constant. Thus 1 is the L 2 (Q) projection of m onto the space of functions of x 1 . Note that we substract a constant just for convenience, see below. It is clear that this is irrelevant for interpretation or estimation.
The conditional expectation m(x) is said to be additive separable in x 1 and x 2 if
To ensure identifiability of the model (5), we constrain m 1 and m 2 to satisfy
where the expectations are taken with respect to a user specified product measure Q on R d , compare above. Obviously, in those cases 1 = m 1 (i.e. the marginal impact is the separable one).
The central idea of the integration method is to mimic (4) and estimate the marginal impact (or even additive) function 1 x 1 by integrating a suitable pilot estimator m n (x) of the multivariate regression function m(x) with respect to the probability measure Q 2 (x 2 ) on R d 2 . Newey [18] introduced this idea, calling it the partial mean estimator and Linton and Nielsen [16] worked it out explicitly for additive and multiplicative models. Sperlich et al. [24] emphasized the general property of estimating consistently the marginal effects and interaction models have been estimated with marginal integration by Sperlich et al. [25] .
For illustration, consider applying the integration method to the multivariate NadarayaWatson regression smoother
with weights
depending on a fixed smoothing kernel K and bandwidths h 1 , . . . , h d > 0. For this estimator to be consistent requires that
The established asymptotic analysis for the integration estimator for 1
reveals that it has variance and squared bias (for twice differentiable regression functions) that are of orders (n d 1 j =1 h j ) −1 and max h 4 , respectively. This is because the integration acts as an averaging, thus reducing the variance of the pilot estimator but leaving the order of the squared bias unchanged. Optimal balancing of squared bias and variance while also having (7) holds true, is only possible when d < 4 + d 1 . This shows that this integration estimator is not rate optimal in presence of arbitrary many covariates. In other words, the integration method still suffers from the curse of dimensionality.
The computational complexity of the integration estimator in the previous example is also of some concern: The evaluation of the Nadaraya-Watson kernel smoother at a single point requires O(n) operations. Since the numerical integration typically requires the pilot estimator to be evaluated at O(n) locations, it follows that the computation of the integration estimator at a single point requires O(n 2 ) operations, and the evaluation of the additive regression function at the n design points require O(n 3 ) operations. While this is already large, even O(n 4 ) operations are required by the "optimal weighting" estimator of Fan et al. [5] .
Finally, Linton [14] proved that for increasing correlation in the covariates, the variance of the marginal integration estimator increases too, and thus is inefficient, at least when considering the estimation of pure additive models. Simulations in [24] confirmed this strongly.
Let us sketch how we face these problems. For the ease of notation we set d 1 = 1 for the rest of the paper, so that
The basic idea to avoid the curse of dimensionality, while at the same time reducing the computational burden, revolves around integrating a pilot estimator adapted to the problem followed by an appropriate centering of the estimated additive component. Specifically, we will choose a pilot estimator that oversmooths the variables to be integrated. This increases the bias of the pilot estimator in these variables. The key observation is that when the asymptotic bias of the pilot estimator is additive, then the bias of the pilot estimator in the integrated variables affects the estimate of 1 only by an additive constant. While the integration reduces the variance, this heuristic suggests a way in which the bias may also be reduced, leading to rate-optimal integration estimators, even in presence of arbitrarily many covariates.
To illustrate the above heuristic, assume for the moment that we know the density f (x) of the covariates, and consider estimating the component m 1 (x 1 ) of an separable regression function m(
Let K , = 1, . . . , d be a smoothing kernels of order s, so that
the internally normalized multivariate regression smoother. This pilot estimator is easier to integrate than the Nadaraya-Watson regression smoother, and leads to an integration estimator of 1 + that can be written as
where n,j stands for the expression in the { } brackets in (10) . Assume in the following that the bandwidth h 1 is of order n −1/(2s+1) . Note that n,j does not depend on n iff the h l , j > 2 do not. We have indexed nevertheless with n as we will need this in the next step when either m is not additive or the joint density is unknown. One recognizes (11) to be a univariate internally normalized regression smoother of the pairs (X j,1 , n,j ). As the kernel expression in (9) has the effect of conditioning on x 1 , the statistical behavior of the integration estimator is determined by the conditional expectation and conditional variance of n,j given X j,1 = x 1 . Define
which integrates to one. Then, the conditional expectation for separable regression functions is
Under mild conditions, the conditional variance of n,j given X j,1 is uniformly bounded in n, Lipschitz continuous and
Recall that to make the additive model identifiable, we have assumed that
, and further to conclude that, if the density q 1 (x 1 ) that is chosen by the empirical researcher is sufficiently smooth,
Combining standard limit theorems for nonparametric regression with Slutzky's lemma show that the integration estimator for an s times continuously differentiable additive component m 1 (x 1 ) satisfies the central limit theorem
where the bandwidth h 1 is of order n −1/(2s+1) . The asymptotic bias and variance in (14) are
respectively. Note that the bandwidths h 2 , . . . , h d have not been specified. In fact, they need not even converge to zero. This dramatically illustrates the reduction in bias obtained by centering the estimated components. But what happens if the underlying regression function is not additive? In that case, the conditional expectations E[ n,j |X j 1 = x 1 ] are not equal (up to an additive constant) to m 1 (x 1 ) + . This will not cause problems with the variance but indeed with the bias. However, if one assumes that the density q 2 (x 2 ) has r bounded and continuous partial derivatives in each variable, and that the kernels K (u) are of order r for = 2, . . . , d, the inner integral in (13) becomes
If furthermore q 2 (x 2 ) and K (u) are compactly supported, the conditional expectation (13) becomes
By letting h ∼ n −a for some a > 0 and choosing r large enough, one can ensure that
This is possible since both the integrating density and the smoothing kernels are selected by the user. One thus deduces a central limit theorem for the estimated marginal impact function that mirrors (14), with the same asymptotic variance but with asymptotic bias
Examination of the variance term in the previous limit theorem shows that the variance of the integration estimator increases with increasing dependence between X 1 and the other covariates X 2 . To understand why this is the case, imagine for a moment that X 1 , X 2 are two one-dimensional variables on the unit interval [0, 1]. If these variables are strongly positively correlated, the data will be sparse in the regions far off the diagonal x 1 = x 2 , i.e. in the upper left and the lower right of the square [0, 1] 2 . Prediction of the multivariate regression function over these sparse regions will be very noisy, and will adversely affect the variance of the integration estimator, see e.g. [24] . In those cases, a projection with respect to the joint (empirical) probability measure as e.g. in [17] might be better, at least asymptotically. This idea lead Linton [14] to the construction of an "efficient" estimator, mixing marginal integration and backfitting. But if the model is not purely additive, such a backfitting projection has a completely different interpretation that depends on the unknown distribution of the covariates. Similarly, there is no meaningful interpretation (that does not depend on the unknown distribution of the covariates) for the "efficient" estimator when the underlying regression function is not additive. It is for this reason that we advocate estimating the components of weak separable models using the integration method. In practice and in simulations, we further found that estimates derived from internally normalized pilot smoothers do have better finite sample behavior. The reason is quite simple: from its definition (8) we see that there is no longer the need to predict the joint density for the not observed data (x 1 , X i,2 ), i = 1, . . . , n. This was the case when applying the externally normalized Nadaraya-Watson and turned out to be rather crucial in sparse regions. We will see the improvement measured in mean-squared error (MSE) by a small simulation study in Section 4.
We conclude this section by commenting on the computational aspects. Integrating the internally normalized pilot regression smoother can be reduced to integrating n multivariate smoothing kernels with q 2 (x 2 ). When the latter is a product density, the d − 1-dimensional integral breaks into d − 1 one-dimensional integrals which can be evaluated explicitly by appropriately choosing the kernels K (u) and the integrating density q 2 (x 2 ). Thus, for known density this integration estimator can be computed in O(dn) operations. This computational ease is lost when the pilot estimator is the externally normalized regression smoother, such as the Nadaraya-Watson or its local polynomial analogue. An intensive discussion of the computational aspects can be found in [9] .
Main theoretical results
In this section, we precise the heuristics exposed in the previous section for estimating the impact function 1 (x 1 ) and extend the analysis to the more common situation of unknown distribution of the covariates. We shall give conditions under which, to first order, the asymptotics in the unknown and known density cases are the same. The main differences to the arguments presented in Section 2 is that we do not assume the density of the covariates to be known. Instead, we shall consider using estimates of the joint density. This has many consequences: the need for a smooth joint density of the covariates together with a reliance on higher-order smoothing kernels.
As they were of major concern in this article, we present upfront the assumptions that we will need throughout in this section:
A1. The multivariate regression function m(x) = E Y |X = x is s times continuously differentiable in x 1 , and the conditional variance 2 (x) = Var Y |X = x is finite and Lipschitz continuous.
A2. The joint density of the covariates f (x) is compactly supported, Lipschitz continuous and strictly bounded away from zero and infinity on the interior of the support.
A3. The joint density of the covariates f (x) has conditional density f (
A4. The product measure Q has continuous density q(x) (with respect to Lebesgue measure) bounded away from zero and infinity. Further, the support of Q is contained in the support of f (x).
A5. The multivariate smoothing kernel on R d is the product of d univariate kernels K (·), each of them being compactly supported, bounded, Lipschitz continuous, integrates to one, and, has
. . , r − 1, and, u r K (u) du < ∞; and r 1 = s. 2 has s +1 continuous and bounded derivatives. These are rather typical assumptions for ordinary kernel smoothing. The compactness assumptions on the support of the density of the covariates, the smoothing kernels and the integrating density can be replaced by conditions on existence of integrals, and ability to interchange limits and derivatives with integrals. The smoothness Assumption A7 is not severe since the integrating density q is chosen by the practitioner.
A6. The bandwidths satisfy h
To tie the present work to the previous treatments of the integration estimator [16, 18, 27] , and to highlight the difference in our approach, we recall some results about the integration on the Nadaraya-Watson multivariate regression smoother
with f (x) = 1 n n j =1 K h (x − X j ) being the kernel density estimator for f . Integrating the latter with respect to the density q 2 (x 2 ) = q(x 1 , x 2 ) dx 1 , and interchanging the order of summation and integration yields
Note that (18) is the Nadaraya-Watson regression smoother of the pairs of observations (X j,1 ,˘ n,j (x 1 )), j = 1, . . . , n, and that these observations depend on the location x 1 at which we estimate the additive component m 1 . Since per (6), we assumed that E Q [ 1 (X 1 )] = 0, we will want to center˘ n (x 1 ) likewise by subtracting E Q [˘ n (X 1 )] from it. Thus consider the estimator
Direct analysis (for each fixed x 1 ) provides a simpler proof for the asymptotic properties of this estimator. It reveals that to first order, it has the same asymptotics as where we assume the density f of the covarites to be known, provided that the following rather strong assumptions hold: NW1. The density of the covariates f (x) has marginal density f 1 (x 1 ) = f (x 1 , x 2 ) dx 2 and conditional density f (
NW2. Set r 0 = (d − 1)/2 + 1 and assume that for all r ∈ (r 0 ) = {(r 2 , . . . , r d ) : 
Theorem 1.
Under Assumptions A1-A6 and NW1-NW3, the centered integration of the Nadaraya-Watson pilot smoother satisfies the central limit theorem
with bias
and variance
As for the classical Nadaraya-Watson regression smoother, the bias of the additive component starting from the a multivariate Nadaraya-Watson regression smoother depends explicitly on the density of the covariates. This is undesirable. Further, because computation of the estimator requires a multivariate numerical integration, the number of required operations is exponential in the number of covariates. In sum, this estimator does not completely sidestep the curse of dimensionality. To overcome these difficulties, we replace the Nadaraya-Watson regression smoother by its internally normalized counterpart
and consider estimating the marginal impact function
by its empirical counterpart
Again, interchange the order of integration and summation in the first term of the right-hand side of (21) to write
This is the internally normalized regression smoother of the triangular array of i.i.d. random pairs (X j,1 , n,j ). As discussed at the beginning, we will have full profit of the centering idea as a bias reduction method to reach the optimal rate when in the true underlying model the component to estimate is indeed additive, i.e. E[Y |X = x] = m 1 (x 1 ) + m 2 (x 2 ). The next theorem states the asymptotic behavior of the estimate in that case.
Theorem 2. If Assumptions A1-A7 hold, then the centered integration estimator satisfies
and as in Theorem 1.
Remark.
(1) Centering effectively removes the bias due to oversmoothing the pilot estimator in the variables to be integrated, but at the cost of introducing a bias of magnitude n −s/(2s+1) .
(2) This theorem does not impose smoothness conditions on the density of the covariates. However, the conclusion of Theorem 1 is stronger because it also holds even when the regression function is not additive. 
The key observation is that the estimated additive components are asymptotically independent.
(4) The local linear regression pilot estimator (see [4] or [11] ) has a similar asymptotic bias, and therefore the centered integration estimator will satisfy convergence at the optimal rate and satisfy a central limit theorem.
Since no further smoothness assumptions beyond A7 need to be imposed on the measure Q, the marginal Q 2 (·) = Q(R 1 ⊗ ·) can be taken to be any product measure on R d−1 . An interesting choice is to take Q 2 to be the distribution that puts all its mass on a single point, say on x 2 ∈ R d−1 . With this choice, the integration estimator (21) is n (·) = m(·, x 2 ), a centered slice of the multivariate pilot estimator. If the true regression function is additive, the conclusions of Theorem 2 hold, and this estimator is rate optimal. We summarize this surprising result in the following corollary.
Corollary 1. Under the above setting and conditions of Theorem 2, fix x 2 ∈ I nterior (Support (f )) and use
n (x 1 ; x 2 ) = m n (x 1 , x 2 ) − m n (z 1 , x 2 )q 1 (z 1 ) dz 1 .
Then the centered integration estimator satisfies the central limit theorem
with b as in Theorem 2 and
Note that this slice regression estimator for the nonparametric additive component requires only O(n 2 ) operations.
As discussed in Sections 1 and 2, estimating the marginal impact can also be of high interest if the regression function is not additive. However, in that case deriving the asymptotics requires the following additional assumption: IN1. Let r 0 = d/2 + 1; the integrating density q 2 (x 2 ) is r 0 + 1 times continuously differentiable in x 2 , and the smoothing kernels K (u) are of order r 0 , for = 1. Note that this assumption only restricts the class of procedures, not the class of statistical models. Then we get: 
Again, the number of operations required to compute n (x 1 ) is O(n 2 ). Finally, there remains the question of how to choose the densities q 1 , q 2 with which to operate the integration. Unless these densities or weights do not depend on the point x 1 where we want to estimate, there are no efficiency results on that. Some have proposed using the empirical (marginal) distribution of the covariates for q 2 , effectively replacing the integration by a sum over the observed covariates X i,2 . While this estimator seems to work well in practice when the true function is additive (see for example [22] or [25] ), the theory we presented does not quite apply because we require Q to be a product measure. We cannot relax this requirement without losing the interpretation for the marginal impact function to be an L 2 (Q) projection of m(x) onto functions of x 1 alone.
Simulations
We did a simulation study to investigate the small sample behavior (n = 250) in d = 4 dimension regression problems. The (weighted) average mean-squared error (MASE) was compared for different bandwidths and increasing frequencies of the underlying functions. The considered model was
for a = 1, 2, 3. Further, we compared the performance for different , in particular for low and high correlation among the covariates. We chose 
All models were estimated with the internally (IMI) and the externally (EMI) normalized Nadaraya-Watson version, doing the centering for both. Note that when looking for the optimal combination of bandwidths we only distinguish between the bandwidth for the component of interest (calling it h) and the bandwidth for the other components (with notation g). To distinguish further is (asymptotically spoken) not necessary in this model since the component functions and the marginal densities are Table 1 Average mean-squared errors for component estimates using the different estimators at their "optimal" bandwidth combination Covariance (X) 1 2 Weight for MASE calculation w0 w5 w10 w0 w5 w10 all identical. For the ease of presentation we neglected thus that for numerical reasons the optimal bandwidth could be slightly different for each direction. For the six different models (three frequencies times two covariance matrices) we estimated each component for 250 replications. As the components to estimate are all the same, we took afterwards the average over the 250 · d = 1000 (weighted) MASE results and looked for which combination of bandwidths we got the smallest values. The final results are summarized as follows. In Table 1 are tabulated the MASE over all points (w0), over all |X j | 1.960 (labeled w5), and |X j | 1.645 (denoted by w1), respectively. In the first three rows are given the values for our estimator (IMI), in the next three rows for EMI with g = h (as suggested by theory), and in the last three for EMI with g opt . Here, g opt comes close to g = c opt · h, where c opt is taken as in the optimal combination of bandwidths for IMI.
Before starting with interpreting the results it should be mentioned that the results in absolute values vary a lot, even after averaging over 1000 estimates. This means, we do not focus here on the absolute size but on the tendencies we see over the different designs, models and estimators. Further, when interpreting, we should concentrate more on the results for the weighted MASE as the marginal integration estimator is known to suffer strongly from boundary problems, see [24] .
First, as we treat here clearly an estimation problem with some data sparseness, it is not surprising that the IMI seems to outperform the EMI versions, it moreover confirms our intuition and theory. Second, it is surprising that in contrast to the theory, in some cases the MASE is bigger in the less correlated design case (with 1 ). However, at least for the EMI versions this is hardly the case and could be just by chance. What seems to be obvious is the superiority of the IMI over the EMI in the more difficult cases ( 2 , sin(3x)). This again confirms our intuition or guess about the performance in finite sample problems.
We finally provide some inside in the performance of the IMI versus the always crucial bandwidth choice. Remember that we have to choose h and g. To simplify the presentation we chose g = c · h with a rather rough grid for c. In Fig. 1 are plotted the MASE(w0) of the IMI versus bandwidth h for two different g (respectively, c) for all simulated models. The detailed information can be found in the caption of Fig. 1 . The chosen c are the closest to the optimal (MASE-minimizing) one. The 6 graphs are calculated always on the same 250 (random) designs.
The conclusions are exactly what tells us the theory, i.e. the smoother the underlying function, the bigger the optimal bandwidth h. Concerning g the behavior is the other way around: the smaller h the bigger we need g. Finally, we found that the larger the covariance, the larger is the optimal h but again the behavior of g goes in the contrary direction; i.e. the optimal c for 2 is smaller than the one for 1 .
Extensions
We have allude to many interesting extensions to the classical marginal integration estimator in the Introduction. In almost all of these cases our method can be applied by just substituting the so far used marginal integration estimator by our internally normalized version. The general strategy is clear: relax the bandwidth conditions in nuisance directions followed by an appropriate centering. One expects the resulting estimates to be rate optimal, less computationally intensive to compute, and have good performance even when the design have sparse areas.
Given its practical importance, we will focus in this section to extending the presented approach to partial linear models
Strategies for estimating the parameter at the parametric √ n-rate, when (x) is an arbitrary smooth function from R d to R, are exposed in [20, 23] . In both cases, they require either the dimension d of the nonparametric part to be small, or that one can apply standard bias reduction techniques on both the density of the covariates X and the regression function (x). For such bias reduction to be effective, the functions and f need to be very smooth (depending on d). When these functions are not sufficiently smooth, the rate of convergence of the estimates for is (much) slower than the parametric √ n-rate.
Partial linear additive regression models, models in which the nonparametric component (x) in (26) is additive, are designed to provide a flexible yet simple to interpret regression model. In Fan et al. [5] , estimates for such models, based on marginal integration and local linear smoothers are explored. But given the complexity of their procedure, only the asymptotics for an in practice infeasible estimator are given.
We believe that a most straight forward idea is the extension of Robinson's method. This is, considering model (26) , estimate
with L being a d−dimensional kernel function with bandwidth g (that has nothing to do with the notation in the simulation section). Also these could certainly be replaced by their internally normalized analogues. Then, (·) and can be estimated by
with S(x) again being an appropriate smoothing matrix similar to W (x). Robinson [20] proposed whereas was proposed by Speckman [23] . The asymptotic properties of these estimators are well studied and optimal if no further information on the model is available, see Robinson [20] . As the estimator of has rate √ n, this would not affect the (first order) asymptotics of the nonparametric part. However, to yield this rate √ n one needs the following conditions. Consider the case If we consider S(x), W (x) as being not necessarily equal, we can consider separately the conditions on g and L, respectively, on h and K. The first condition would change to ng d h d → ∞ and the kernels L, K would be of order l + m − 1, l + n − 1, respectively. Then it becomes interesting to use model information that helps to reduce the dimensionality and consequently relaxes these conditions. Let us again explain this along the additive model, and with the marginal integration the smoothing matrix S(x) in (27) can be replaced by d j =1 S j (x) plus an averaging forˆ . So the estimation of is reduced to a one-dimensional problem. Consequently, in the conditions for consistency h d can be substituted by simply h, and for K no higher-order kernels are necessary whatever the dimension d is. To summarize, the additive modeling, if reasonable, does not complicate the estimation in partial linear models. Moreover, it makes thinks easier and relaxes the restrictions.
Certainly, having similar information about E[T |X], the same or similar dimension reduction can be applied there, and W (x) can be replaced by a dimension reducing smoother as e.g. marginal integration to relax the conditions on bandwidth g and kernel L.
The asymptotics are the following. Being able to estimate with √ n-rate, the asymptotics for the nonparametric part remain the same as in Section 3. Furthermore, ( − ) converges under the conditions discussed above at rate √ n to a normal random with mean zero and variance
where
In case of homoscedasticity, i.e. Var[Y |X, T ] = 2 this reduces to 2 −1 . A consistent estimator for the variance isˆ
where T i = (T i,1 , T i,2 , . . . , T i,p ) T But notice that already Robinson [20] pointed out some doubts about the exactness of parametric estimation in semiparametric models. In practice, bootstrap methods should be applied to find the distribution of the estimator. For the proofs follow simply the same steps as in [20] (and maybe [13] ) using the results of the foregoing section. Finally, we would like to add a completely new idea. In partial additive models of the form (26), a quite intuitive estimator of the parametric component could be constructed in the following way. To help understand the procedure, note that the partial linear regression model is a special case of an additive regression model. In particular, one may disregard the particular parametric form of the model in the variables T 1 , . . . , T p and fit, using the methodology exposed in the previous sections, an additive regression function with p + d components. In light of Section 3, the estimated additive components
each converge to the true regression function at the optimal one-dimensional rate. In particular, the estimates k (t k ) are consistent for k t k , but converge at a slower rate than the desired parametric rate of √ n. We propose estimating k by the average slope of the estimate k , that is
As in the previous sections, q k is a density on t k supplied by the user. This estimator is intuitively appealing, and can furthermore be interpreted as the L 2 (Q) projection of the multivariate pilot estimator onto the space of linear functions of t k . Hence, this corresponds to an extension of the integration method from the nonparametric to the parametric estimation. The analysis of the estimator is simplified when one substitutes the denominator
Since T ki are i.i.d. from f , the latter converges in probability to the former provided that the bandwidth h k converges to zero with the sample size. For the resulting estimator
we give the asymptotic result only for a special case in the following lemma, whose proof is given in the appendix. 
Lemma 1. Let (T i , Y i ) be i.i.d. pairs of random for which the response Y i is related to the covariate T i through the linear regression model
.
where the asymptotic variance is
In the previous lemma, we remark that (1) the asymptotic variance does neither depend on the kernel K nor the bandwidth, provided they satisfy the general requirements set out in the Lemma (2) the optimal choice for the integrating density p(·) that minimizes the asymptotic variance is f (·), the density of the covariates, provided it is four times continuously differentiable. In practice, one can use for p(·) an oversmoothed estimator for f (·).
Conclusions
The following methodological points should be made: Firstly, from the computational perspective, one should use an internally normalized, instead of an externally normalized, regression smoother as pilot estimator. Secondly, a different pilot estimator is needed for each estimated component. The estimator for estimating the nonparametric additive component in x can oversmooth the other variables. Thirdly, because the resulting estimator of the additive component is a kernel smoother, the finite sample behavior of this estimate is, to first order, similar to the behavior of one-dimensional regression smoothers. In particular, the stated central limit theorems can be used to make relevant inference from reasonable sized data sets. For this, the improvement in performance revealed can be of essential importance. Finally, the introduced method obviously can directly applied to most of the interesting extensions of additive models.
does not have finite expectation because of the division byf n (x 2 |x 1 ). To resolve this difficulty, we decompose˘ j into (1) j + (2) j , with the first term having finite second moment and the second term and define
, and use the identity
n,j (
The conditional expectation of Similar arguments hold for (2) n,j ,
n,j , and we conclude on a rate of order o(n −s/(2s+1) ).
Proof of Theorem 2.
Again we make use of classical results on the Nadaraya-Watson regression smoother but also on the findings from Section 2. We will use the identity a/b = 1 − (b − a)/b, and defining the probability density on R d−1 . Consider Eq. (22) g n (z 2 ) = Both expressions are well defined and finite by Assumptions A4 and A5. The almost sure uniform convergence of f n (x 2 |x 1 ) to f (x 2 |x 1 ) implies that (X j,2 |X j,1 ) converges to zero almost surely. Note now that since the conditional expectation of n,j given X j,1 is the integral of the regression function with respect to a density of z 2 , g n not q 2 , the arguments of Section 2 can be applied given the regression function is additive in x 1 . It remains to show that the centering takes care of the switch from q 2 to g n and guaranties thus the optimal rate. A careful check reveals that the centered integration estimator will converge at the optimal rate if n := 
The second sum in (34) converges to zero almost surely, while the first one has expectation we conclude that
The conclusion of the lemma follows by applying a central limit theorem, conditionally on the covariates, and then applying the law of large numbers to obtain the stated asymptotic variance.
